CPAK Minutes
CPAK Conference call April 12, 2012 10:30am
The top of the agenda included areas in which everyone could volunteer to help for the fall
conference. Each board member was asked to volunteer for 3 or 4 areas. We are all to email
Elizabeth L with our picks. Some areas have been pre-assigned. These areas are: Registration
(Lindsey, Emily Jo, Elizabeth L), SSAO meeting (Helen Grace Ryan), Evaluations (Faith).
The question was posed to the group of who they would like to see as the keynote speaker. The
consensus was that we would like to see what ACPA has to offer as far as a keynote speaker
before moving forward with choosing one. We want someone exciting and inspiring. Everyone
was charged with looking around to find a good (possibly regional) speaker.
David has officially resigned. Our open positions include Faculty position and Technology
Coordinator. Elizabeth C commented that she had not had the time to contact Dr. ______ to be
the faculty position. Ticha suggested Kevin Hemphill for the technology position. Emily Jo
agreed that she would contact him and see if he would be willing.
There was a meeting held with Elizabeth C, Elizabeth L, Dr. Mardis, and Helen Grace Ryan to
determine collaborations between NASPA-KY and CPAK. They will be sending us two positions
to work with us and we will be sending two positions to work with them. The suggestions of
which two positions were Professional Development coordinator, Membership Coordinator, or
Secretary/Treasurer Elect. Elizabeth L will present these suggestions to Dr. Mardis and Helen
Grace to see what they think and who they recommend from their side.
CPAK, NASPA board and ASCA would like to all collaborate on the judicial drive-in conference
this spring. Helen Grace Ryan told Elizabeth L that the ASCA drive-in conference will be the
week of MAY 21ST at Bellarmine. As more details become available they will be sent out.
Reminder to choose the areas in which you want to volunteer for the fall conference.
Meeting adjourned 11:00am

